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DIFFERENT NAME.
Same people. Same values.
To understand what we at IntelliFarms do, you
first must understand who we are and where
we’re from. We’re based in the small farming
town of Archie, Mo., an hour south of Kansas
City, surrounded by farmland. We like it that way.
Our customers are our neighbors. And like them,
we believe in the power of hard work, ingenuity
and a pleasant attitude.
The innovative products we build and
technology-based solutions we deliver are,
behind the scenes, incredibly complex. But they
deliver simplicity and ease to our customers. You
see, to us, it’s not about bells and whistles. It’s
about listening first, then designing solutions that
truly meet our customers’ needs. It’s about
innovations that matter and positively impact
bottom lines. It’s about providing the knowledge
and information that empowers smart decisions.
It’s about delivering real value and real profit
back to America’s farms. That is our mission.
That is what drives us.
Ten years ago, we saw a clear opportunity to
provide improved precision-based technology to
grain bin management by measuring in-grain
moisture as well as temperature and use that
data to automate fans and heaters. Today, our
flagship product, BinManager®, is the industry’s
leading grain bin management solution and is

installed in bins across the nation and other parts
of the world.
But it’s not in our genes to stop there.
As we got to know our customers, we became
aware of more of their unmet needs. We knew
we could help.
From seed selection to marketing decisions and
points in between, we’re designing new
technologies and tools to bring profitability to
places and processes across the farm. They’re
products that compliment each other, build on
each other and can even share data with one
another. That is why today, we are no longer
calling ourselves IntelliAir, but instead
IntelliFarms.
Though our name has changed, all of our
solutions are backed by the same
service-oriented, values-driven people who have
been here since we began. They’re people you
can trust.
IntelliFarms is on a journey as we expand our
role on America’s farms. And we’re mapping our
course based on the needs and desires of you,
the customer. For that reason, we know it’s
going to be a good ride.

We invite you to join us.
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YIELDFAX

SET YOUR PARAMETERS.
GET CLEAR, UNBIASED DATA.
YieldFax was designed to simplify the seed selection process. Instead
of having to dig through and compare field trial data from numerous
places, YieldFax does it for you with its easy unbiased ranking tool.
Simply set your filters for what you would like to examine, including
soil type, maturity, pest resistance and many other criteria. You can
also input your city and state and define the geographic radius you
want to include in the results. Once the parameters have been set,
YieldFax delivers a list of field trials meeting those criteria, ranked by
performance. You can dive into individual trials and see the real data,
giving you the insight you need to discuss with your seed suppliers
and pick the best seed for your needs.

KNOW YOUR

SEED

EXPLORE RELIABLE, RANKED LISTS
OF FIELD TRIAL PERFORMERS IN YOUR AREA
At IntelliFarms, we recognized that in order to
bring complete grain management to the farm,
we had to start with understanding the seed.

If you are not wanting a ranked list, you can filter the YieldFax
database by variety to see how a specific seed brand and variety
performs in your area. YieldFax is designed to give you quick insights
and help inform one of the most important decisions of your year.

YieldFax is one of the nation’s most complete
databases on corn and soybean seed
performance, combining all field trial data into
one centralized place.

The IntelliFarms Portal provides you access to
this and other online tools designed to bring
value and profit to your farm. Contact an
IntelliFarms representative today to get started
with the IntelliFarms Portal.

Set your filters and YieldFax will rank the field trial results that match your criteria.

OVER 1.5 MILLION FIELD
TRIAL STUDIES

BEST

BETTER

Deep dive into individual trials results.

GOOD

10,000 CURRENT CORN
& SOY HYBRIDS ON THE
MARKET

YieldFax is available with a
subscription to the IntelliFarms
Portal (see page 21).

555555555-

1,500 U.S. COUNTIES

500+

OVER 500 SEED
COMPANIES
REPRESENTED IN
DATABASE

555555555555-

More commodities coming soon!

555555555-
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OUR PRODUCTS
Wind Speed and Direction

R E A L-T I M E F I E L D C O N D I T I O N D ATA ,

Temperature, solar radiation and UV rays

RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
COMPREHENSIVE DATA TO INFORM PLANTING,
IRRIGATION AND HARVESTING DECISIONS.

Imagine having up-to-the-minute data on conditions across your fields.
That’s the reality and power of the FieldDataManager. This new
IntelliFarms product is designed with a comprehensive set of
technologies to take the guesswork out of managing your field.

Real time weather-data
Soil temperature & moisture
FieldDataManager gives you the most
complete look at your field’s soil conditions
with a custom amount of wireless probes
spread over a radius of up to 2 miles, all
reporting to you. FieldDataManager and its
wireless soil probe network were recognized with an ASABE AE50 Award in 2015.

FieldDataManager takes real-time measurements of conditions both
above and below ground to give you a full understanding of your field’s
conditions. And all of that data enables you to make informed decisions
on best planting times, optimal harvesting times and when to spray and
irrigate.

iPad

It is the only field condition monitor on the market that syncs all data back
to an easy-to-access online interface. There you can get a quick,
complete picture of what’s happening in your fields.

REAL-TIME DATA

TO ANY WEB ENABLED
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SMARTPHONE, TABLET, OR COMPUTER

Precise rainfall measurements

FieldDataManager has the necessary features to
collect the field data information you need:
• Monitors and measures rainfall in your precise
area within 1/100th of an inch.
• Determines growing degree units (GDUs) by
measuring temperature, UV rays and
precipitation.
• Provides wind speed, direction and gusts,
barometric pressure and other real-time
weather-data.
• Measures soil temperature and moisture and
provides insight on the root depths that are
extracting moisture from the soil.
• Allows up to 100 wireless soil probes to
communicate back to one single
FieldDataManager hub.
• Delivers real-time weather and soil probe data
to any Smartphone, tablet or computer.
• Easily integrates data from spraying reports and
pivot management, giving you the option to
customize for your needs.

Access your FieldDataManager
account through the
IntelliFarms Portal.
(See page 21 for details)

ONE HUB
100 WIRELESS PROBES

TWO MILE RADIUS

ONE LONG-LIFE BATTERY
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OUR PRODUCTS

INTELLIPLANTS

HIGH-YIELD
SOYBEAN PROGRAM:

3RD

2ND

APPLICATION

APPLICATION R3 - START OF POD DEVELOPMENT

1ST

A proven program to boost soybean yields

R1 - START OF FLOWERING

APPLICATION

Used in conjunction with traditional programs,
IntelliFarms’ biological solutions will reap rewards
at harvest time. Our High-Yield Soybean Program
is a three-step approach to foster strong, healthy
plants throughout their growing cycle.
1) BigSoy100 – A foliar treatment applied at V3-V4
- Increases proteins, vitamins and raises the Brix
level in plants
- Increases health, vigor and pod development
- Increases desirable yield
2) BigBioYield + BigSoy100 – A foliar treatment
applied at R1
- Increases fruit set and crop quality
- Increases nutrient levels
- Improves resistance to biotic and abiotic
stresses
- Increase root growth and early plant
development
- Improves overall plant health
3) BigBioYield + BigSoy100 + fertilizer – A foliar
treatment applied at R3

V3-V4

PROVEN BIOLOGICALS APPLICATIONS

TO GROW BIG YIELDS
EXPERIENCE BIG GROWTH WITH INTELLIFARMS’
PLANT HEALTH PRODUCTS

V3

V4

V5

R1

R3

IntelliFarms is now partnered with a reputable
producer of biologicals applications to bring big
yield opportunities to today’s farms.
What are biologicals?
Biologicals are living organisms that are bacterial
or fungal in nature and are naturally-occurring in
the soil. They boost a plant’s health in a number
of ways, similar to the way probiotics boost
human health.

Average of 20% higher yield with the use of BigBioYield and BigSoy100

THE PROFITS
SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

THAT’S A PROFIT OF $68.05 PER ACRE

Above Average Return - 10.75 Bushel | Sale Price - $9.00/bu | Product Cost - $28.70
* Price of application not included

IntelliFarms’ biological products have demonstrated the ability
to consistently improve soybean yields in farm trials, university
research trials and on individual farms throughout the country.

The results are in - the products make a big
difference, up to 20% higher yield.
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BUSHELS PER ACRE

IntelliFarms Biologicals product boosts the
health and yields of a number of crops,
including corn, soy, wheat, barley, cotton,
peanuts, sweet potatoes and many others.
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Interested in learning how IntelliFarms’
biologicals can improve your yield?
Ask for our Plant Health Specialist at
855.206.5612
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T H E I N D U S T RY ’ S L E A D I N G G R A I N B I N

MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
NO LONGER RISK SPOILAGE OR OVER-DRYING IN YOUR GRAIN BINS
You invest too much in your crop to risk losing any of it during storage
and drying. IntelliFarms’ premier product, BinManager, intelligently
monitors both the moisture content and the temperature inside your
grain and in the outside air. This information automatically informs the
system to run fans and heaters only when necessary in order to
reduce loss, minimize energy costs and ensure the grain is properly
stored and conditioned.

BinManager offers the unique ability
to hydrate certain grains

SOYBEAN
RE-HYDRATION

Level expansion with
BinManager re-hydration

To top it off, BinManager allows you to see and manage what
is happening in your bin from anywhere by accessing your
secure online account from any Smartphone, tablet or
computer. It will even send you alert notifications via email or
text message if it senses any potential problems.

D36’ 6R

Airflow 0.63 cfm/bu

For over eight years, farms across the United
States and other parts of the world have
experienced the BinManager difference.
BinManager is loaded with the features
necessary to deliver predictability and
profitability:
• Internet-based software allows you to manage
multiple bins and multiple sites, so you always
know the condition of your grain.
• The system will alert you to potential problems
via text message or email, so you can act
quickly.
• BinManager comes with a customized amount
of 3G Plus cables for your needs
• Data from BinManager allows you to monitor
and scrutinize temperature trends over time,
helping you move product in and out
efficiently.
• Each sensor in each cable measures both
moisture and temperature, giving you a
complete picture of your bin and allowing
BinManager to pre-emptively address areas to
address areas of higher moisture before they
become hot spots.

“When I took the grain out of the bin and hauled
it to the elevator, it was all within a half point
from top to bottom and one-fourth point from
my target moisture. I couldn’t believe the energy
savings!”
– John Krueger, soybean farmer
“It’s the most efficient system that I’ve ever
dreamed of that could put moisture back into
soybeans. I think it’s going to pay for itself
extremely fast.”
– Chuck Myers, soybean and corn farmer

Now access your BinManager
account through the
IntelliFarms Portal.
9

*Calculated using $11/bu price and annual fan run
cost of $585 to $1,028 (depending on fan size)

(See page 21 for details)
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OUR PRODUCTS

WHERE SCIENCE

MEETS SERVICE

THE SCIENTIFIC PATH TO RELIABLE GRAIN MANAGEMENT
The engineers and inventors of BinManager
knew that the system had to do more than just
take readings. It had to be built with a keen
understanding of the science of grain storage
and drying in order to properly manage the
process.

When BinManager is programmed with this EMC
data, it is set up for success to get the commodity
conditioned to its targeted temperature and
moisture even when the bin is filled with grain of
various moisture contents (MC). BinManager
automatically assesses these conditions and
applies the appropriate type and amount of air at
the appropriate time in order to dry down the top
layers, while not over-drying the bottom layer.

The IntelliFarms University Grain Lab helps customers determine
the unique EMC curve of their hybrid grain, setting their
BinManager system up for success.

VARIATIONS WITHIN CORN HYBRIDS
Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC), %

To demonstrate our commitment to the science
behind grain management, IntelliFarms
established IntelliFarms University in 2012. The
University’s Grain Lab evaluates different grain
varieties and hybrids to determine uniqueness in
drying behaviors and the equilibrium moisture
content (EMC) of particular grains. This
information allows IntelliFarms’ sales and
support team to guide customers to the right
BinManager settings for their commodity.

25.0

Corn Hybrid A
Corn Hybrid B

22.0

19.0
Corn Hybrid A - 16.2%

16.0

1.3% Difference
Corn Hybrid B - 14.9%

13.0

10.0
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DEDICATED SUPPORT STAFF TO HELP
ACHIEVE STORAGE GOALS

Customer support is on-call around the clock for
BinManager customers, but service starts before
purchase:
• IntelliFarms Grain Specialists work with you to
understand your drying and storage goals, and
develop a customized plan to achieve them
using BinManager technology.
• IntelliFarms sends its certified installers across
the country to install the BinManager system(s)
on our customers’ bins and storage facilities,
and they follow up for quality assurance.
• Once BinManager is installed, the IntelliFarms‘
team works with customers to set up their
online BinManager account settings. This allows
customers to view their real-time grain
conditions and remain updated on the dry-down
or hydration progress.
• Customer service representatives are on-call for
customers’ questions regarding performance
and settings.
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OUR PRODUCTS

UPGRADE TO DELUXE TO ACCESS

M A N A G E YO U R G R A I N F R O M T H E

GRAIN BIN DATA ONLINE

PALM OF YOUR HAND
No more climbing up the side of your bin to manually probe grain. Get
accurate data about your stored grain with two feet firmly on the ground.
BinCheck is a simple device that allows for on-site monitoring of both
grain temperature and moisture in one of two ways:
• Bluetooth connectivity compatible with Android phones. Simply sync
your Bluetooth on your phone with the BinCheck junction box, and you
can view live readings of conditions simply displayed on the BinCheck app.
• A handheld panel can be plugged in to the junction box on the exterior
of the bin and showcase live readings on the screen. The screen is even
back-lit so you can easily check conditions at night.
With either approach, you quickly get the information you need to make
decisions about when to turn on and off the fans and/or heaters to
manage your stored grain.

BinCheck is designed to deliver simplicity:
• Easy on-site access means there is no need to
access a computer.
• Both Bluetooth and handheld options can
read data from up to eight cables per bin and
can be synched or plugged into multiple bins
to get readings.
• The junction box easily mounts on the
outside of the grain bin for easy walk-up
access.
• Both options are powered by long-life
batteries.

Not only does BinCheck Deluxe allow you to monitor your bins with
both feet planted firmly on the ground; you can access your
comprehensive grain bin data from the comfort of your home or
office. With your BinCheck Deluxe online account, you have the vital
information you need to confidently make decisions which optimize
moisture content and protect your stored commodity.

BinCheck Deluxe is designed to deliver flexibility:
• BinCheck Deluxe works on all web-enabled
devices, including Smartphones and tablets, so
you can check your grain conditions anytime
from anywhere.
• The online interface provides real-time alerts and
notifications, so you have the ability to quickly
react if needed.
• The network allows multiple bins in an operation
to communicate with one another wirelessly, so
they do not have to be daisy-chained.

It’s easy to upgrade from BinCheck and BinCheck
Deluxe to a full BinManager system. In addition to
providing comprehensive data about what’s
happening inside your bin, BinManager
automatically runs the fans and heaters at
appropriate times based on the in-bin, plenum and
outside conditions. It’s hands-off bin management
for you.

Handheld Unit
13
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Supplement your cable system with two other
durable components:
• The Stiffened 2- or 4-Rib Bracket System helps
to minimize cable down-pull to the roof ribs,
and it meets down-pull requirements of bin
companies.
• The Boot is the industry-leading, all-weather
seal that keeps the elements outside the bin.

INTRODUCING THE
3G PLUS™ CABLE

ALL TEMPERATURE, ALL MOISTURE, EVERY SENSOR
IntelliFarms’ pioneered the cable industry with its patented 3G™
Moisture Cables over seven years ago. Today, new 3G Plus™ Cables
allow every sensor of every cable to measure and report both moisture
and temperature data, giving customers a complete look at grain
conditions. The increased amount of data also allows the BinManager to
pre-emptively manage areas of the grain with notably higher moisture
before they become hotspots.

BRACKET

BOOT

The 3G Plus Cable is designed with durability and
accuracy in mind:
• Cable entrances have watertight roof seals to
keep out the elements.
• Cable materials are UV-rated for wear and tear
• Cables are accompanied by sturdy 2-rib or 4-rib
brackets to minimize and distribute cable
down-pull to the roof ribs – leading to the best
down-pull rating in the industry.
• Digital sensors are accurate to 0.5% moisture
and within 0.10 degrees Fahrenheit.
• Sensors are individually replaceable so there is
no need to replace the entire cable .
• Cables are available in lengths of 6 feet to 105
feet, giving you the flexibility to select the right
cables for your bin.
• IntelliFarms' installation team will help you install
the cables in your bins, and all cables come with
a comprehensive 2-year parts and labor warranty.
3G Plus Cables are compatible with BinManager®,
BinCheck™ and BinCheckDeluxe systems, giving
you the flexibility you need for your bin
management operation.

NEW CABLE CAPABILITIES COMING IN 2016!
Theft detection & Inventory
15
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OTHER COMMODITIES

EXAMPLE

SHELLING OUT RETURNS

POPCORN STORAGE

FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
MORE THAN

JUST
GRAIN

The foundations of BinManager are used and
successfully applied to the drying, curing and/or
storage of other types of specialty commodities.
IntelliFarms has many success stories including
popcorn, peanuts, pecans, pistachios, canola,
sunflower seeds and even sweet potatoes.

13.5% MC

13.5% MC

10% MC

12.5% MC

CONVENTIONAL NATURAL

BINMANAGER

COST OF OVER-DRIED LOSS

COST OF OVER-DRIED LOSS

FAN RUN COST

FAN RUN COST

$2,089 (per year)

TOTAL COST AFTER 5 YEARS

$35,790

“Now with BinManager, we’ve been taking
sunflowers out at 9 ½%. There’s no worries with
them at all. We’ve also ran the hydrate feature
during some years when it got hot in the fall and
the sunflowers got too dry on us. We’ve raised the
them about 4 points of moisture in about 2 months.
We were very surprised at how well BinManager did
that and how little fan time it took to do it. After
doing that test on two bins, we added it to three
more bins after that. And we’re going to keep
going.”
– Derek Rusch, Rusch Farms

NOT INCLUDING DEDUCTIONS
FOR QUALITY LOSS

36’ D, 11 RING
TWO 10 HP FANS
(0.83 CFM/BU)

CASE STUDY
The peanut drying process can be difficult and carries a lot of risk for
quality deductions from cracking, splitting and over-drying.
PeanutManager manages the process with sensor cables placed
throughout the trailer, wagon or dome that measure the temperature
and moisture of the nuts. The system is able to determine the moisture
of both the hull and kernel and uses this data to automate the fans and
heaters to dry the peanuts to target. Users can watch the progress by
logging into their PeanutManager account on the IntelliFarms Portal.

DRIED USING

AIR DRYING

$5,069 (per year)

Specialty commodities like nuts have very specific drying and
curing needs. IntelliFarms designs monitoring and management
solutions that are specific to these industries, including
PeanutManager, PecanManager and PistachioManager.

®

$704 (per year)

$1,311 (per year)

With PeanutManager, our customers are delivering peanuts
consistently within the 8%-10% moisture content range and capturing
higher premiums.

TOTAL COST AFTER 5 YEARS

$10,075

ROI

Set your drying
and cooling
targets

See when
fans are
running

IntelliFarms’ PeanutManager customers have
experienced the benefits of controlled
drying, getting more uniform peanuts at the
desired moisture content. Labor and energy
savings are also by-products of the
experience:
“We enjoy the automation of the system. It
allows us to not have as many employees out
there working on the trailers, saving us on
labor and allowing our employees to focus on
other things.”
– Grady Herron, Tejas Peanuts

*Calculated using $12/bu price
* Total ROI factors in cost of
BinManager system

$15,715

*

View drying
progress over
time
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CASHBIDMANAGER
REAL-TIME CASH
BID DATA
TO GET THE MOST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
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$

EXPLORE SPECIALTY
MARKET OPPORTUNITES
TO GET THE MOST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK

When it’s time to sell your grain, CashBidManager helps shine light on new market opportunities.
This intuitive online tool will show you market opportunities up to a 200-mile radius fromyour
location, and gives you the ability to monitor trends, compare prices and seize opportunities.

MarketManager is designed to help producers
capitalize on the opportunities and profits
within specialty markets.

CashBidManager gives you the data you need
for quick, profitable decisions:
• Cash bid prices are updated daily by grain
merchandisers across the nation. You can view
updated bids within a 200-mile radius of your
location, opening you up to new market
opportunities.
• You can factor in your cost of inputs and
transportation per bushel and CashBidManager
will display data in a way that lets you compare
the closest markets with the most profitable
markets in your area.
• You can indicate favored relationships in order
to easily evaluate their current bids first.
• You can dive into historical trends within each
market to help inform your selling decision.

With MarketManager, you can view demands for
specialty and food-grade commodities and post
your own supply information. You can start up a
dialogue with a buyer about what you are
offering. Upon expressing interest in working
together, you will be given the contact
information to reach out to the buyer outside of
the MarketManager tool, and continue the
conversation further.
This easy-to-use tool is vetted to ensure buyers
are reputable and that your data is secure.

Get unlimited access to your
MarketManager and CashBidManager
accounts through the IntelliFarms Portal.
19

(See page 21 for details)
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES & SUPPORT
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PORTAL
A C C E S S A L L YO U R O N L I N E A C C O U N T S

IN ONE PLACE
Access all of your online monitoring tools for
IntelliFarms products in one place with the
IntelliFarms Portal. No more logging in and
out of different sites - at the click of a button,
you’ll have the ability to hop from your
BinManager and FieldDataManager accounts
to your YieldFax, CashBidMananger and
MarketManager tools.

And as IntelliFarms continues to build
partnerships with other farm technology
companies, they will have spaces within the
Portal as well. The IntelliFarms Portal is
designed to be your one-stop destination
for farm technology tools.

GROW YOUR GRAIN MANAGEMENT KNOWLEDGE AT

INTELLIFARMS UNIVERSITY
To demonstrate our commitment to the science and study of grain and
commodity storage management, IntelliFarms founded IntelliFarms
University in 2012. The University team conducts ongoing research
on best practices of grain storage management and determines
the optimal drying and moisture conditions for many different
varieties and hybrids of grain and other commodities.
IntelliFarms University hosts a Grain School course the first
Thursday and Friday of every month at the IntelliFarms
headquarters in Archie, Mo. The course is designed to empower
attendees with knowledge on how to optimize their grain storage
practices. The courses cover:
• The science behind drying and hydration
• The economic benefits of optimal grain management
• How to use IntelliFarms’ technology-based solutions to better
manage your grain and other practices across the farm

Interested in attending IntelliFarms University
Grain School?
Talk to your IntelliFarms Grain
Specialist, call 855.206.5612 or visit
intellifarms.com/about/University
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OUR CUSTOMERS

INTELLIFARMS IS HONORED TO BE ONE OF

HEAR WHAT OUR

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
HAVE TO SAY

THE NATION’S FASTEST
GROWING COMPANIES

We serve customers across 35 states and in 5 foreign nations. And our
presence is growing every day. The satisfaction of each and every one of
our customers is important to us. Hear what some have to say about their
experience with IntelliFarms and our products.

“My dealer suggested I look at BinManager.
We gave them the size of the bin and shared
our concerns about the protection of the
rice in the bin, which has significant value.
Once we installed it, it has turned out to be
exactly as advertised. It’s peace of mind.
Knowing that our large bin, where 25% of
our rice is stored, is safe.”
– Tom Knowles, rice farmer

“The people at BinManager and IntelliFarms
have been great to us. We’ve come to them
with any issue we’ve had or questions like ‘I
don’t understand what this is doing.’ Every
problem has been fixed while I’ve been on
the phone with our representative. We’ve
actually even asked them for advice about
what to do in certain situations and weather.
And they’ve given us advice to prepare our
grain the best.”
- Andrew Hoelscher, wheat farmer

“We’re getting the grain at the desired moisture
level we want, and we end up with a more
marketable product. We’re getting maximum weight
and not getting docked on moisture. It’s one of the
best investments we’ve made in our operation. It’s a
no-brainer way of managing grain.”
– Billie Danner, corn farmer

“If someone was thinking about buying a grain
management system, I would recommend
IntelliFarms. The reliability of equipment has been
excellent. The service and backing up of product
by IntelliFarms management and employees have
been excellent. I’ve been very satisfied. It’s made a
big improvement to our farm and in our grain
management. The technology is great, and the
company with the support they give is outstanding.
We’ve increased the quality of our grains and nuts,
but also saved electricity and propane in the drying
process. It’s given our operation a production
advantage.”
- Lanair Worsham, pecan farmer

“OUR PEOPLE DRIVE OUR GROWTH”

-Todd Sears, President

See more user testimonials:
intellifarms.com/about/testimonials
25
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES & SUPPORT

A N AT I O N W I D E

NETWORK OF SUPPORT
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FINANCING
INVESTIGATE FINANCING OR LEASING OPTIONS

IntelliFarms Direct Sales Representatives are
across the nation, ready to travel to your farm for
in-person consultation on solutions for your
farm’s needs.
In addition, our nationwide network of dealers
are ready to talk to you about how IntelliFarms’
solutions can improve your operation’s efficiency
and profitability. We have more than 60 dealer
locations across 23 states.

Visit our dealer locater page at
intellifarms.com/dealers to find a dealer close
to you. Or contact IntelliFarms Dealer Division
at 855.296.7964.

THAT WORK BEST FOR YOU
IntelliFarms offers financing and leasing
options for investments in our products
through our partners, m2 Lease Funds and
AgriSpan. Talk to your IntelliFarms Grain
Specialist or call 855.206.5612 to start your
financing or leasing conversation.

LEASE FUNDS

AgriSpan
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